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Abstract

Since Banning rst introduced ow sensitivity in 1978, the term has been used to
indicate hard or complex data ow problems, but there is no consensus as to its precise
meaning. We look at Banning's original uses of the term and some interpretations they
have generated. Then we consider the multiplicity of meanings in more recent interprocedural analyses, categorizing a number of data ow problems. We also classify several
recent interprocedural approximation techniques with respect to properties related to
sensitivity and discuss additional data ow problem properties. Finally, we propose a
de nition for ow sensitivity that appears to capture much of the original intent and
current use.

1 Introduction
The distinction between ow sensitive and ow insensitive data ow problems was introduced
by Banning [Ban78, Ban79]. Although no uniform de nition has ever been given, the terms
have been used as shorthand in expressing the locality or summarizability of information,
the applicability of algorithms, and the diculty of describing and computing the data ow
framework. In the latter usage, sensitivity can be taken as a characterization of the diculty
of a data ow problem; however, without a consistent meaning for the term, it is hard to
understand the relative diculties of some problems.
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Overview of the paper The concept of sensitivity appears to be useful, particularly for
interprocedural problems, but also not amenable to easy formalization. Proceeding from a
historical perspective, we rst review, in Sections 2 and 3, prior usages for intraprocedural
problems, and the diculties in formalizing them. We suggest that none of these approaches
are likely to o er useful or illuminating distinctions.
We then consider interprocedural analyses, where recent formulations have used many
di erent meanings of ow sensitivity. We state important distinctions between problem ow
sensitivity and algorithm ow sensitivity, and between ow sensitivity and context sensitivity.
In Section 4, we provide two common de nitions of problem ow sensitivity; in Section 5,
we treat ow sensitivity for approximation algorithms; and in Section 6, we discuss context
sensitivity. Throughout, we show the interrelationships but fundamental independence of
these classes, using example problems and algorithms from the literature.
In Section 7, we show that neither past characterizations of ow sensitivity, nor those
we consider, necessarily provide information about the algebraic (e.g., monotone vs. distributive) or convergence (e.g., fast vs. k-bounded vs. unbounded) properties [MR91] of the
data ow problem to be solved. We brie y discuss two other sources of complication for
data ow problems, heterogeneity and bidirectionality, and how they relate to context and
ow sensitivity. Finally, in Section 8, we suggest a characterization of ow sensitivity that
captures much of the intuition we have about these terms, and the essence of most current
use, and generalizes it to apply more broadly than just between programs and procedures.
The Data Flow Model Data ow analysis involves compile-time determination of the

de nition and use of variables by algebraic methods. This analysis is performed under
the common assumption that all apparent execution paths in the program ow graph are
actually feasible (i.e., traversable on some program execution); for interprocedural problems, however, paths are often restricted to realizable paths, so that calls match returns,
at least approximately [LR91, LR92, RHS95]. An instance of a monotone data ow framework [Hec77, MR91] is speci ed by a tuple, D =< G; L; F; M;  >, where G is a rooted
digraph < V; E;  >, L is usually a meet semilattice, F is a space of monotone (that is,
order-preserving) functions mapping L into L, M is a mapping of edges E of G into F , and
 is an element of L. If the functions of F also preserve meets, then D is called distributive.
Intuitively, G is the control ow graph [ASU86] or call multigraph [Hec77] with root at ,
L a lattice of data ow solutions, M the assignment of transition functions to edges, and 
the entry solution at ; F is usually not represented explicitly.
Often M can be thought of as specifying a system of j V j equations [RP86]. In forward
data ow problems, information ows in the direction of ow graph edges; in backward
problems, information ows in the opposite direction. The de nitions and examples in this
paper are, without loss of generality, mostly in terms of forward data ow problems.
The form of a typical equation for a forward data ow problem is
\ f (S (Y ))
S (X ) =
(
)
Y ;X

(Y ;X )2E

(where S () = ). The equation is linear if there are constants A(
f( )(S (Y )) = A( ) S (Y )  B( )
Y ;X

Y ;X
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Y ;X )

and B(

Y ;X )

so that

(for associative operations  and with appropriate algebraic properties [RP86]).
For monotone problems, solution techniques nd the maximum (or minimum) xed point
(MFP); for distributive problems, this will also be the meet over all paths (MOP) solution. A
data ow framework is k-bounded if, intuitively, xed point iteration requires k + 1 iterations
around a cycle to stabilize; fast is 2-bounded [MR91].

Standard Data Flow Problems In the rest of this paper, we will be using a number
of standard data ow problems. The best known data ow problems are the four classical
intraprocedural problems: Reaching De nitions, Live Uses, Available Expressions, and Very
Busy Uses [ASU86]. Reaching De nitions collects the set of de nitions (assignments to a
variable) reaching a given program point | intuitively, reaching a given use of the variable
(assuming all paths are feasible, as discussed above); dually, Live Uses collects the set of
uses reached by the de nitions live at a given program point, (again intuitively, reaching
a given de nition). Available Expressions determines for any given program point, the set
of expressions a valid value for which has been computed and survives along every path to
the given program point, and Very Busy Uses the set of expressions which will need to be
evaluated along every terminating path from a program point, and for which the needed
value can be produced at that point. Constant Propagation determines where a use of a
variable can safely be replaced by a constant; Range Propagation determines a range to
which the values taken on by a variable at a given use can be restricted.
The best known interprocedural problems are Formal Bound Set, MayAlias and MayBeModi ed [Bur90, CK84, CK89, CK87]. Formal Bound Set asks, for all procedure formals,
which formals can be reached over call chains from this given formal. The MayAlias problem
determines the set of alias pairs (x; y) so that x and y may refer to the same storage location
at a given program point; for pass-by-reference parameters and unstructured variables (and
no pointers), it is sucient to determine the pairs true at entry to each procedure. There are
two other variants which have somewhat di erent data ow properties: the MustAlias and
MayAlias Partitions problems. In the simple case, MustAlias determines alias pairs which
will hold on all invocations of a given procedure. MayAlias Partitions [Mye81] determines
sets of variables at a program point such that exactly that set of variables addresses the
same location along some execution path. MayBeModi ed for a procedure in a Fortranlike language calculates the set of variables whose values may be changed by execution of
that procedure.
In addition, each of the classical problems has an interprocedural analogue. For example,
Interprocedural Reaching De nitions determines the set of de nitions, including de nitions
in other procedures, which can reach a given program point or use. Two other simple
problems are also helpful for interprocedural data ow computation: MayBePreserved and
MustBePreserved. The former determines the set of variables whose de nition survives along
some path from procedure entry to the current program point (typically program exit); the
latter, the set of variables whose de nition will always survive.
F

F
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2 Banning's First De nition: An Algebraic Criterion
Attempting to give intuition for a new approach to interprocedural data ow, Banning [Ban79]
gives three di erent, although related, informal de nitions of ow insensitivity, specialized
to the problems he is considering. These three de nitions, and the variants that have arisen
from them, are hard to formulate in the now-standard notation of data ow frameworks (or
abstract interpretation); and the use of one or another in isolation, has led to the confusion
we try to resolve here. We have nonetheless attempted to formalize and generalize them.
Banning's rst de nition deals with the composition of side e ects for sequential and
conditional execution, resulting in, correspondingly, sequential (straight-line) ow or merged
ow (con uence) as shown in the graphs of Figure 1.
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Merged Flow (meet)
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Figure 1: Meet and Composition Diagrams
In data ow framework terms, the ow function for a sequential ow is the composition
of the individual ow functions; the ow function for the con uence of a set of alternatives
is the semilattice meet of the ow functions. Banning seems (in this rst de nition) to be
requiring for ow insensitivity that1

[B1] (f ^ f )(X ) = (f  f )(X ) 8A; B; C; e;f
We will take the general form of [B1] as Banning's de nition, since it is precisely de ned
e

f

f

e

but general, and is easily expressible in standard data ow framework terminology. Since
all the forms of the de nition rely on the algebraic equivalence of two functions, we term
this de nition the Algebraic Criterion [AC] for ow insensitivity. As stated, however, the
1 Or perhaps:

[B 10] fe ^ ff = fe op1 ff ; ff  fe = fe op2 ff ; and op1 = op2 :
In [B1], we can either restrict X to be  or > or ? (that is, consider only possible initial states), or allow
X to have any value. In [B10 ], we may allow op1 and op2 to be any operator, or restrict to just union or
intersection, and so on.
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criterion does not appear to be useful: only a small number of collecting problems2 will be
ow insensitive by this de nition. Reaching De nitions, and all of the classical data ow
problems, are ow sensitive by this de nition, but the following intraprocedural problems
are ow insensitive:
 MayBeDe ned: x may be de ned at vertex v if a de nition of x occurs on some path
along which it reaches v.
 IsNotDe ned or MustBePreserved: x must be preserved at vertex v if no de nition of
x occurs on any path along which it can reach v.
 MustBeReferenced: The variable x occurs (in a de nition or use) in every basic block
on every path to v.
 TotalMustBeReferenced: The variable x occurs in every basic block.
MayBeDe ned is Reaching Variables, in contrast to Reaching De nitions: a new de nition of x kills the old de nition, but x will still reach v.3 MustBePreserved is essentially
the complement of MayBeDe ned. TotalMustBeReferenced di ers from MustBeReferenced
in that reachability is not involved; the solution to TotalMustBeDe ned is identical for all
nodes v.4
Clearly (referring to Figure 1), x is in MustBeReferenced at the top of C , in either
diagram, if and only if it is referenced in both A and B (and is in MustBeReferenced at the
bottom of init). Likewise (assuming that, for convenience, x is not de ned at the bottom
of init), x is in MayBeDe ned at the top of C if x is de ned in either A or B , and x is in
MustBePreserved at the top of C if x is not de ned in either A or B .
The other three problems which collect basic block properties (MayBeReferenced, MayNotBeReferenced, MustNotBeReferenced) are also easily seen to be ow insensitive, since the
value at v can be determined by examination of the basic blocks reaching v, without regard
to their connectivity; the corresponding node-independent versions are trivial, but likewise
ow insensitive.
Consider, in contrast, the following two problems:
 MustBeDe ned: The variable x must be de ned at node v if a de nition of x reaching
v occurs on every path which reaches v.
 MayBeUnde ned or MayBePreserved: The variable x may be unde ned at v if there
is a path to v along which no de nition of x reaches.
These two problems are ow sensitive by this criterion. For example, x is contained in
MustBeDe ned at the top of C in the Straight-Line Flow diagram if it is de ned in either
A or B , but in the Merged Flow diagram only if it is de ned in both A and B .
2 That is, problems that merely collect and combine information from basic blocks, and in which no datum

is ever killed by the presence of another.
3 If the language has a general undef operation (or has sub-procedural scopes, etc.), then MayBeDe ned
may also be ow sensitive by this de nition.
4 That is, MustBeReferenced is node-speci c, while TotalMustBeReferenced is node-independent. Since
TotalMustBeReferenced supplies no local information, and can be computed without propagating information
along graph edges, it might not be considered to be a data ow problem at all.
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All-Paths vs. Some-Paths and May vs. Must Problems MayBeDe ned is a some-

path problem, while IsNotDe ned is an all-paths or perhaps no-paths problem; that is, for
MayBeDe ned, there must be some path along which the requisite information reaches; for
IsNotDe ned, there is no path along which contrary information can reach, and all paths are
clear of that information. For similar reasons, MayBeDe ned is called a May problem, since
information may reach the vertex (but there may be paths along which it does not), and
IsNotDe ned is a Must problem, since information must reach along every possible path.
TotalMustBeReferenced does not really t into the rst paradigm; it is completely pathindependent. It can, however, be classi ed as a Must problem. The main di erence between
MustBeDe ned and MustBeReferenced is that MustBeReferenced is a criterion on basic
blocks, and not on paths; we need only collect and examine reaching basic blocks. A related
point is that expressions, for example, can be made unavailable by later statements (as
de nitions could have been, in the presence of unde ning constructs); references cannot be
invalidated by later constructs.
[AC] is more natural when the ow function on an edge is de ned by the source vertex
(rather than by the edge or the target vertex); otherwise, the two ow functions labeled e
need not in general even have the same type signature. For example, in Formal Bound Set
as usually posed, the ow function involves formal parameters of both the source and the
target; since the targets of the two copies of e are not identical, the ow functions for the
diagrams of Figure 1 have di erent ranges, and so cannot be the same. (By enlarging the
lattice so that all ow functions have the same domain and range | the set of all formal
parameters in the program | we can cover, but not avoid the problem. The real diculty
is that f in the Merged Flow diagram will modify bound sets corresponding to parameters
of C , and in the Straight-Line Flow will modify bound sets for B ; thus their ow functions
f will be incomparable.)
Banning [Ban78, Ban79] gives two problems as illustrative of ow insensitive data ow,
Mod and Ref, which are essentially Interprocedural MayBeDe ned and MayBeReferenced,
respectively (Banning's problems were originally de ned at call sites). It is not however clear
that these problems are ow insensitive by the Algebraic Criterion.
e

e

A Modi ed Algebraic Criterion We can relax [B1 ] to simply require that the com0

bining operators for composition and meet be the same (and allow the actual results to be
di erent). To give this a consistent meaning we restrict to the domain of ow functions of
linear form,
f (X ) = (A X )  B
Typically, the A terms are multiplicative coecients, and identify how the neighboring solution S (Y ) is preserved, while the B terms are additive constants, and specify local information, and how it is to be incorporated into the nal solution. Thus, in some sense, the
 operator describes how new information from several nodes in sequential ow is included
in the solution, and so can be thought of as the composition operator in a somewhat more
general sense. If ow functions have linear form, and has precedence over , and further
is associative and distributive5 over , then a problem is ow insensitive by the Modi ed
e

5 Alternatively,

e

e

is the same as , and is associative and commutative.
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Figure 2: Modi ed Algebraic Criterion [MAC]
COMPOSITION

\

MEET \

[

Flow
Flow
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[ Flow
Flow
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Algebraic Criterion [MAC] if  is the meet operator and ow sensitive if it is not.
We can see how [MAC] separates problems into classes by comparing two classical
problems: Reaching De nitions, which will be ow insensitive by this de nition, and Available Expressions, which will be ow sensitive. For Reaching De nitions, the meet is set
union, and the ow functions have the form f (X ) = (A \ X ) [ B ; f is therefore
((A [ A ) \ X ) [ (B [ B ). For Available Expressions, ow functions have the same form,
but meet is intersection; f is thus
(A \ A \ X ) [ (A \ X \ B ) [ (B \ A \ X ) [ (B \ B ) ;
whose algebraic form is much more complicated. It is relatively simple to combine the ow
constants to obtain a summary ow function for a path for a ow insensitive problem by this
de nition, but less simple for a ow sensitive problem. We thus get the diagram of Figure 2.
Live Uses (cell (2,2)) and MustBePreserved (cell (1,1)) are both ow insensitive by
[MAC], while Available Expressions (cell (1,2)) and MayBePreserved (cell (2,1)) are ow
sensitive. Formal Bound Set is also ow insensitive (and in cell (2,2)), since the lozenge
operator [RMP88] has the appropriate algebraic properties.
[MAC] also identi es only a limited class of problems as ow insensitive, and groups
as ow sensitive relatively simple problems like Available Expressions together with much
harder problems. Further, it is useful only for problems in which the ow functions have
relatively simple form, and depends on the syntax chosen for the functions.6 However,
in comparison to [AC] or a stricter interpretation of combining operator for composition, it
allows a wider set of functions, such as Formal Bound Set, to be considered as ow insensitive,
and we need not be as concerned with signatures of ow functions.
e
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b
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e

e

a^b

b

a^b
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b
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3 Banning's Second De nition: The Collecting Criterion
Banning is principally interested in collecting interprocedural ow information, which he
wants to do by rst processing the call multigraph, and later looking, if necessary, at the
6 For example, if we had written the classical problem ow functions as (A0 [ X ) \ B 0 (where

A0 = B ;
B = A [ B ), then Available Expressions would be ow insensitive, and Reaching De nitions would be ow
sensitive.
0
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Figure 3: Collecting Criterion [CC]
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structure of the procedures. This leads him to the following Collecting Criterion [CC]: A
data ow problem is ow insensitive if \the side e ect of the whole [structure in a program]
can be determined by processing the whole and later determining the side e ects of the parts,
and taking their union" [Ban78]; that is, if the individual contributions of substructures to
the global solution are unioned regardless of ow structure. For intraprocedural analysis, the
substructures are basic blocks; [CC] seems to say that a problem is ow insensitive if the
problem uses union for both Merged and Straight-Line Flow, and the ow functions can be
computed from summary information in basic blocks.7 Of the rst four example problems
on page 5, only MayBeDe ned is ow insensitive by [CC]. For bitvector problems, [CC] has
the e ect of Figure 3.

May Problem Criterion [CC] is apparently responsible for the May Problem Criterion
[MPC], a de nition of ow insensitivity appearing in a number of early papers [CK84,

CK89]: May, or some-path, problems are ow insensitive, Must, or all-path and no-path,
problems are ow sensitive. This de nition may also have been in uenced by terminology
in [Mye81], in which Myers shows the MaySummaryProblem (MayBeModi ed ) to be ow
insensitive, and the MustSummaryProblem (MustBeModi ed) to be ow sensitive, using the
[IC] criterion of Section 4.
Like [CC], [MPC] identi es only MayBeDe ned among the rst four example problems
on page 5 as ow insensitive. For the bitvector class of problems, it gives the decomposition
presented in Figure 4, which contrasts with Figures 2 and 3.
Although most of the problems identi ed as ow insensitive by [MAC] are in cell (2,2),
and so will also be identi ed as ow insensitive by [CC] and [MPC], problems in cell (1,1)
(e.g., MustBePreserved) and cell (2,1) (e.g., MayBePreserved) will be identi ed di erently
by the three de nitions. Both [CC] and [MPC], moreover, will not be applicable to ow
frameworks in which the operators, particularly the meet operator, are not easily expressible
in terms of set operations.
Also, note that one of Banning's two examples of ow sensitive problems (namely, Live
Uses of Variables, which he calls Use) is a May problem, and so is ow insensitive by [MPC].
[MPC] can also be taken as applying to problems for which meet is union, independent of
F

7 This is not the same as MAC, since in both Merged and Straight-Line Flow there is a notion of \not-

after", so annotations can some order information.
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Figure 4: May Problem Criterion [MPC]
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Figure 5: Intraprocedural Sensitivity Criteria on Example Problems
Problems
MayBeDe ned
MustBePreserved
MustBeReferenced
TotalMustBeReferenced
MustBeDe ned
MayBePreserved
Reaching Defs
Live Uses
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AC MAC CC MPC
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insens sens sens
insens sens sens
sens sens sens
sens sens insens
insens insens insens
insens insens insens
sens sens sens

the algebraic structure of ow functions, or of the operators used for composition, so will,
for example, identify Formal Bound Set as ow insensitive.

Algebraic Criteria Considered The intuition behind [MAC] was that mixing of in-

tersection and union in a problem makes computation of summary ow functions from sets
of edges more complicated or harder. This leads to a possible approach for de ning ow
sensitivity in this way, but we do not recommend it for at least two reasons: (1) we have
found it dicult to state a reasonable and general criterion (more particularly since the
original criterion relied on syntactic and algebraic properties of ow functions); and (2) the
distinctions made by [AC, MAC, CC, MPC] have not turned out to be useful in practice.
On the other hand, there are useful, if not widely and fully understood, distinctions which
can be applied to interprocedural problems and algorithms.

Comparisons of Criteria Figure 5 shows each of our six example problems on page 5
and lists their ow sensitivity with respect to the AC, MAC, CC and MPC criteria.
9

4 Banning's Third De nition: The Interprocedural
Criterion
For interprocedural criteria in particular, a problem is ow insensitive with respect to a
given criterion, if some solution procedure satisfying the criterion yields a precise (static)
solution;8 it can, of course, have alternative algorithms which do not satisfy the criterion.
Moreover, problems which do not satisfy a given criterion (and so are ow sensitive for
that criterion) may have algorithms which produce approximate solutions, for which the
operationally de ned approximate problem does satisfy that criterion, and possibly even
stronger criteria (see Section 5).
Many of the preceding de nitions of ow sensitivity apply equally well to intraprocedural
and interprocedural problems. However, Banning also gives an alternate (and somewhat
implicit) criterion for ow insensitivity, closely related to [CC], principally applicable to
interprocedural problems. Banning states that, if a call occurs in the evaluation of a ow
insensitive data ow problem, computation of the solution can defer computation of the
call site's side e ects; in terms of the lattice model, this is a statement about evaluation
on the call multigraph. The literature refers to these calculations as procedure summary
annotations; for clarity, we distinguish the terms summary and annotation below.
When we discuss possible interprocedural ow sensitivity criteria, we also must acknowledge the existence of purely interprocedural problems such as Formal Bound Set and MayAlias [Bur90, CK84, CK89, CK87, Mye81]. These problems involve no intraprocedural information. Therefore, using the criteria of previous sections, these can be considered trivially
ow insensitive, since their solutions depend only on declarations of procedure formal parameters, and on parameter passing patterns in calls in the program, and these facts are
represented in the call multigraph of the program.

Terminology For other problems, we introduce the following terminology. Intraprocedu-

ral information will be extracted into procedure annotations, which can then be evaluated
with incoming interprocedural data ow information into procedure summaries. Procedure
annotations are invariant if they are computed once; they are constant if the corresponding
summaries are constant. If annotations lie in a lattice of constants, then any invariant annotation is itself constant; however, a functional annotation can be invariant without being
constant.
A data ow problem is ow insensitive for a given interprocedural criterion if we can
demonstrate a precise algorithm for it, which is not ow sensitive by that criterion.

Independent of Intraprocedural Control Flow Banning's de nition appears to have
led Myers [Mye81] to the Interprocedural Criterion [IC] for ow insensitivity: a problem
is ow insensitive if it uses constant intraprocedural annotations, and its solution does not
depend on the intraprocedural structure of the program. More precisely, the procedure annotation can be extracted without considering execution paths in the procedure, as if all
8 In our discussions in this paper we are limiting our attention to a programming model in which structured

variables (e.g., arrays) are treated as scalars and there are no function-valued variables or function pointers.
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its statements were in a large non-deterministic switch statement within a while loop. This
clearly includes all possible intraprocedural paths.
Myers shows that MayBeModi ed satis es this criterion for ow insensitivity, and has
an ecient solution, while Interprocedural Live, Avail and MustBeModi ed are ow sensitive
and NP- or co-NP-complete. Note that [IC] ow insensitivity is not directly related to May
and Must: although MayBeModi ed is a May problem, and Avail and MustBeModi ed are
Must problems, Interprocedural Live is a ow sensitive May problem by [IC]. Since all of
our example problems in previous sections are intraprocedural (or don't involve ow at all),
the [IC] criterion cannot be applied to them.
Myers shows further that the intractability of the three problems considered is not due to
ow sensitivity, but to the need for precise MayAlias Partition information; solution of the
above ow sensitive problems in the absence of aliasing is polynomial. Thus, the computational complexity of a data ow problem does not necessarily depend on its ow sensitivity;
rather, problems are ow sensitive because they are more dicult to solve precisely, or require
more complicated data structures or algorithms for their solution.
Note that, for the problems Myers termed ow insensitive by [IC], constant intraprocedural annotations are calculated only once, and may then be used throughout interprocedural
propagation on the call multigraph. This characterization ts our intuitive feeling that ow
insensitive problems are easily solved.
While we can apply [IC] to interprocedural problems, it seems too strict. [IC] allows
consideration only of the set of statements inside any procedure, without any consideration
of statement order. MayBeModi ed is [IC]-insensitive, as are the interprocedural versions
of the [CC]-insensitive problems, but it is hard to think of other useful problems which are.
F

F

F

Dependent on Intraprocedural Control Flow There are other interprocedural problems which have been called ow sensitive in the literature, but can be viewed as ow
insensitive under a new criterion, [IPC]. These problems can be solved precisely: rst, calculate intraprocedural annotations by propagating data ow information along static paths
in the ow graph and second, use these invariant annotations during an interprocedural
propagation of information on the call multigraph. Thus, all intraprocedural static paths
can be traversed in advance of the interprocedural propagation; thereafter, the annotation
associated with each procedure (i.e., a node in the call multigraph) is invariant.9 Flow insensitive problems according to the [IPC] criterion are dependent on intraprocedural control
ow, but this dependence is limited to initial extraction of intraprocedural information, at
worst once per call context; this can be seen as a memoizing technique.
It is possible to use representations other than the call multigraph for interprocedural structure; most of these preserve some intraprocedural ow information. For example, the Program Summary Graph (PSG) [Cal88] preserves the control dependence and
sequence between entry, calls, and exit statements, while discarding all other intraprocedural structure. For a number of interesting problems it is still possible to extract intraprocedural information in a single pass into annotations on the edges of these structures [Cal88, JPP94, LRZ93, HS94, HRB90]. Here, dependence on intraprocedural information is not necessarily completely encapsulated in the annotations, but shared between the
9 The annotations are not, however, required to be constant.
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annotations and the control ow abstraction in the representation. However, the intuition of
[IPC] | intraprocedural summarization followed by interprocedural solution | still holds.
We can extend the de nitions of constant and invariant annotations to annotations on the
nodes and edges of these representations, and we view these problems as [IPC]-insensitive
for the given representation.
Recent problems which are ow insensitive by [IPC] include two families of interprocedural problems, one for C-like languages with only a single level of pointer dereferencing and
the other for Fortran-like programs without call-by-reference aliasing. The former include
Pointer-induced MayAlias [LR92] and MayBeModi ed [LRZ93]. The latter include Interprocedural Kill [Cal88], Interprocedural Reaching De nitions [HS94] and Interprocedural
Copy Constant Propagation [RHS95, DGS95].
C

Comparison Consider the utility of these various ow sensitivity measures. [IC] is quite

limiting in that the procedural annotations must be, in fact, constant, not dependent on
intraprocedural ow, and calculated only once. Only MayBeModi ed is an obvious example of this category. On the other hand, [IPC] allows invariant annotations to include
information, calculated once, about the control ow within a procedure. These criteria and
the problems they classify are compared in Figure 6.
While [IC] and [IPC] are orthogonal to our previous criteria, they appear to state an
important distinction. For [IPC] in particular, the problems it identi es as ow sensitive
will tend to be hard problems, dicult to specify, formalize and implement. Adding them
to the data ow analysis phase of a compiler will tend to add complexity to the description
and implementation. [IPC] is weaker than [IC]; in the absence of aliasing, MustBeModi ed
is ow sensitive for [IC], but ow insensitive for [IPC].
There is an additional factor besides the dependence on representation. Often, the annotations derived in the intraprocedural phase are tuples of constant values, which are then
used as parameters in the interprocedural ow functions. For Formal Bound Set, for example,
the lattice is the set of subsets of pairs of variables in which the second component is a formal parameter. The annotation for each procedure is a set of (local/global, call parameter)
bindings A and a set of (entry parameter, call parameter) bindings B ; the ow function
takes the bindings passed in by successors X , and returns A [ B  X , where  represents composition.10 In this case, each of A and B are elements of the solution lattice,
but in Interprocedural Reaching De nitions, the constant information includes MustBePreserved information about each procedure. This information is most readily encoded as
a set of variables not occurring in the procedure, which is not an element of the solution
lattice (2 , where D is the set of de nitions in the program). Yet we can consider Interprocedural Reaching De nitions, at least in the absence of aliasing, as an [IPC]-insensitive
problem [MR90].
Once we accept annotations which are not in the original solution lattice, however, it
is dicult to know what forms to allow, although in practice the choice is usually clear.
In principle, we could argue that any invariant value, even an invariant function, could
be considered an invariant annotation. However, we could then in principle encode the
F

D

10If only formal-to-formal bindings are considered, and not all call chains, the sets A and B will be identical.
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Figure 6: Interprocedural Sensitivity Criteria
Independent
Dependent
of Intraprocedural
of Intraprocedural
Control Flow
Control Flow
No Annotations
Formal Bound Set
{
Call-By-Reference MayAlias
Invariant
Fortran MOD
1-level Pointer-induced MayAlias;
Annotations
[IC]
Fortran Reaching Defs, Use, Kill
(all without aliasing)
Copy Constant Propagation;

[IPC]

entire abstract semantics of a procedure into a single invariant function (with arguments
the values of its callees or callers, according as the analysis is backward or forward), where
interprocedural ow functions are just invocations of apply. In this case, any data ow
problem satis es [IPC]; this clearly defeats the intent of the [IPC] criterion! Thus, use of
[IPC] includes, at least implicitly, a speci cation of a function space from which annotations
will be permitted.

5 Interprocedural Approximation Algorithms
To this point, we have only discussed the ow sensitivity of data ow problems that are
amenable to precise solution. There are, however, complex problems for which only approximate solutions have been devised; these problems often are provably dicult (i.e., NP-hard
or unsolvable), so that an ecient solution would seem to have to be an approximate one.
We would like to compare some of these approximation techniques in terms of our ow sensitivity properties, such as whether they use intraprocedural annotations that are dependent
on or independent of control ow, and whether they use invariant or changing annotations.
These techniques have been termed ow insensitive or ow sensitive in the literature, but
we see that in our framework, these terms cannot be applied to approximation algorithms;
therefore, instead we will use the terms alg- ow insensitive, (AFI) and alg- ow sensitive,
(AFS).
This distinction for algorithms must be contrasted to the [IC] and [IPC] criteria of
Section 4. If the AFI/AFS distinction were to be applied to the obvious precise algorithms
for these problems, an [IC]-insensitive problem algorithm would be AFI, whereas an [IPC]insensitive problem algorithm would be AFS, since [IPC] annotations and representations
can take account of intraprocedural ow. On the other hand, a precise AFI algorithm need
not correspond to an [IC]-insensitive problem, since the AFI algorithm is permitted to
recompute procedure summaries, although it cannot consider intraprocedural ow when it
does. Consider the use of a limited functional model of annotations for each call multigraph
13

node. These functional annotations can be calculated from intraprocedural information, with
(for AFS) or without (for AFI) considering intraprocedural ow of control. The latter results
in procedure summary information independent of internal procedure structure, but not
invariant across many inputs. This is to be contrasted to the constant summary information
of the [IC] criterion.

Examples of AFS and AFI Examples of approximation methods we can categorize in this

manner are the Pointer-induced MayAlias algorithms of [BCCH94, LR92], the Def-Use analysis of C-like programs [PLR94] and MayBeModi ed [LRZ93].11 The Burke et.al. algorithm
[BCCH94] uses a functional annotation for each procedure computed without consideration
of intraprocedural program structure. Between each interprocedural data ow propagation
pass, there is an evaluation of each of these procedural annotations, to calculate possible new
intraprocedural information to be associated with each node in the call multigraph. We say
that this algorithm is AFI because the procedure annotations are independent of intraprocedural ow. Here, analysis consists of three phases: (1) intraprocedural annotations are
collected as the call multigraph is constructed, (2) the interprocedural data ow problem is
solved using them, (3) solution to the interprocedural problem is used within procedures,
possibly yielding new summaries from the annotations. There is a circular dependence between interprocedural analysis and the analysis of individual procedures, since steps (2) and
(3) can interact, because the summaries are variable throughout the algorithm (i.e., di erent
summaries may result from di erent information input to a procedure annotation).12
The Pande et. al. algorithm [PLR94] also uses a functional annotation for each procedure,
but this summary incorporates information obtained from propagation on intraprocedural
static paths. Thus, we say that this algorithm is AFS in that the procedure annotations depend on intraprocedural ow. The approximation algorithms for Pointer-induced MayAlias
and MayBeModi ed in [LR92, LRZ93] and the optimized algorithm using Kill information
presented in [BCCH94] can be similarly classi ed as AFS. All of these algorithms can use
memoization (i.e., table lookup) to avoid unnecessary recalculation of their annotations on
repeated inputs. These algorithms compute a single constant annotation for each procedure,
with portions of the annotation function computed in a lazy fashion, as discussed for [IPC].
C

C

Levels of Sensitivity Although we have given a binary sensitivity classi cation for ap-

proximation algorithms, it is possible, at least informally, to contrast the level of sensitivity
of algorithms for the same or closely related problems, according to the degree of intraprocedural ow information captured in the annotations or representations used by the algorithm.
Recall that representations range from the call multigraph, which contains no intraprocedural ow information, through representations like the PSG [Cal88], which preserve some

11All of these algorithms handle multiple levels of indirection in pointer operations.
12Consider describing these algorithms by regular expressions over the numbered algorithm phases. Then
the AFI algorithm discussed here has this structure: 1 f2 3g+ whereas the ow insensitive problems by
[IPC] are solvable by algorithms which have this structure: 1 2+ 3. The latter can be seen to embody an

idea similar to separate compilation for ecient analysis; it preserves the signi cant property that procedure
annotations can be extracted by either a single visit preceding interprocedural propagation, or alternatively
by an on-demand (non-repeating) calculation during interprocedural propagation.
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ow information, to representations like the supergraph [Mye81], which in essence inlines
procedure ow graphs, either by adding call and return edges, or by actually inlining dynamically, although necessarily eventually identifying recursive instances, and handling them
specially. Annotations range from collection functions (as in AFI algorithms) through the
sort of annotations used in typical [IPC] problems to arbitrary abstract semantic functions,
which also capture all the intraprocedural ow.
We can call an approximation algorithm pure-AFS if it preserves all intraprocedural ow,
either by using a supergraph-like representation, or arbitrary abstract functions as annotations. In a pure-AFS algorithm, any evaluation of the value of the tentative interprocedural solution for a procedure essentially revisits the procedure (often with special handling
for recursion to avoid non-termination). Examples of this are the algorithms for Pointerinduced MayAlias relations in recursive structures [HN90] or in the presence of function
pointers [EGH94].

6 Context Sensitivity
The term context sensitivity in the literature [EGH94] refers to the use of the calling context
of a procedure (e.g., call stack, call history, path history) by an interprocedural analysis,
which was rst discussed in [Mye81, SP81]. This should not be confused with the ideas
of ow sensitivity in Sections 4 and 5; Myers made the distinction between context and
ow sensitivity in discussing the complexity of ow sensitive problems (see Section 4). Indeed, these are orthogonal properties, as we show below. Context sensitivity is also implied
by polyvariant analysis in functional languages; polyvariance is a general term which describes an analysis using partial-evaluation-like constant propagation to eliminate infeasible
intraprocedural branches and distinguishing between di erent call sites [JGS93].
Any algorithm is context sensitive or insensitive according as it uses call history information or not. This means that both precise and approximate algorithms can be categorized
as context sensitive or insensitive.13 A context sensitive algorithm need not use the full
call stack abstraction. While both Myers and Sharir-Pnueli use the full call stack, the latter
suggests using the tail of the stack as an abstraction, an adaptation used by Choi et.al for an
algorithm for Pointer-induced MayAlias [CBC93, MLR+93]. The Landi-Ryder algorithm for
Pointer-induced MayAlias [LR92] uses a di erent approximation of context, reaching alias
information at each call site.
The table in Figure 7 shows the orthogonality of these two properties by naming problems with algorithms that fall in each of the entries. The entry in (1,2) position is the
ProcLastCalled problem. The solution to this problem yields that procedure which was last
called with respect to each program point in the program. Thus, solutions will be either the
procedure containing that program point or some procedure called while that procedure is
on the call stack. The key observation is that at a return from a procedure P, the solution
to ProcLastCalled can contain P itself or procedures called directly or transitively in P, and
these calls could have been the last procedures called independent of the call site, given the
13By analogy, we can term a problem context insensitive if it has a context insensitive precise algorithm,
but this doesn't appear to be useful.
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usual assumptions of static analysis.14 Thus, the solution of this problem is independent of
context. (Note that, in ProcLastCalled, information can ow up out of calls, but not down
into them. Clearly, any problem in which information can ow only upward, or only downward, will necessarily be context insensitive; conversely, two-way ow will almost certainly
make a problem context sensitive.)
Further, consider approximate algorithms for pointer-induced aliasing. Landi-Ryder [LR92]
is AFS and context sensitive, whereas Burke et.al [BCCH94] is AFI and context insensitive.
Ruf presents two algorithms for this problem: one context sensitive and one context insensitive [Ruf95]; both are AFS. Another approach to this problem is given in [WL95]. This
algorithm is AFS and context sensitive, but uses still another call stack abstraction, namely
an aliasing pattern or template at a call site. Considering aliases produced by call-byreference parameter passing, Myers' May Alias Partitions algorithm is context sensitive and
AFI.
An algorithm for an interprocedural problem can be termed call-site speci c if, for different calls to the same procedure, di ering information at the call, (the return for backward problems), may result in di ering interprocedural e ects at the return, (call). Some
measure of call-site speci city can be achieved even in a context insensitive algorithm.
For example, jump functions in approximate Interprocedural Constant Propagation algorithms [CCKT86, GT93] are context insensitive (but AFS) intraprocedural summaries, but
pass-through and linear jump functions, among others, will result in di erent constant information at return sites, as a result of interprocedural e ects. Thus, these approximate
Interprocedural Constant Propagation algorithms are AFS, but context insensitive.
A newer approach to interprocedural constant propagation is presented in [CH95]. There
are two algorithms: the rst is AFI, context insensitive, since it propagates information only
downward through calls in the call multigraph, rather than also propagating back through
returns. The second, also context insensitive, calls the AFI algorithm and then re nes
the AFI solution by recomputing in a single topological-order propagation through the call
graph. This re nement phase considers intraprocedural ow within each procedure to get
better information at call sites, and thence at procedure entry, but does not itself compute
any procedure annotations. Rather it uses the AFI annotations for back edges only, to handle
call cycles. The composite algorithm does not t into our ow sensitivity model, and cannot
be classi ed as either AFI or AFS.
Therefore, for interprocedural data ow algorithms, alg- ow sensitivity and context sensitivity are truly independent (although not exhaustive) dimensions. An [IPC]-insensitive
problem may have algorithms which are either context sensitive or insensitive, but almost all
[IPC]-sensitive algorithms will be solved by call-site speci c, context sensitive algorithms.

7 Other Data Flow Problem Properties
There are other properties which complicate both de nition and computation of data ow
problems.
14We do change these rules if we allow pruning of infeasible paths through constant propagation, using
perhaps, parameter values [WZ85].
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Figure 7: Algorithmic Flow Sensitivity versus Context Sensitivity
Alg-Flow
Alg-Flow
Insensitive
Sensitive
Context Insensitive
Formal Bound Set
ProcLastCalled
Call-by-Reference MayAlias
Pointer-induced MayAlias [BCCH94]
Context Sensitive
MayAlias Partitions [Mye81]
Pointer-induced Aliasing [LR92]
Constant Propagation

Heterogeneous Flow Functions Callahan [Cal88] de nes a pair of interprocedural data

ow problems, Kill and Use, which have the properties (1) that they require examination
of code within procedures beyond just initial annotations, and thus are ow sensitive in the
sense of [IPC], and (2) that their ow functions are non-uniform, with the algebraic form of
the functions, and even of the meet operator, depending on a classi cation of the nodes and
edges of the ow graph. In particular, for Kill, evaluation at all nodes except return nodes
uses a join operator, but return nodes require a meet.
In [Mar89], Marlowe suggested that any problem in which there is a classi cation of nodes
or edges into several types, such that the form of ow function depends on the classi cation
of its underlying edge, or of its two incident vertices, can reasonably be considered to be
ow sensitive. We now view this edge classi cation as an orthogonal dimension to alg- ow
sensitivity. Recent work discusses how to transform these multisource data ow problems
into a k-tuple framework formulation [MMR95]. This model is especially useful for data ow
analysis of explicitly parallel programs, where there may be control, synchronization, and
call and return edges [MR93, GS93, CH92].

Bidirectionality Bidirectional data ow problems were introduced by Morel and Renvoise

for Partial Redundancy [MR79, Dha91] (a generalization of Available Expressions); the approach has been extended to other problems [DP93]. In [KRS92], it is shown how to solve
Partial Redundancy as a sequence of unidirectional problems. Since bidirectional problems
typically involve non-trivial equations at both node entry and exit, and often di erent meets,
we can view these as a subclass of the heterogeneous problems mentioned above. Discussions in [MMR95] also show how bidirectional problems can be transformed into k-tuple
frameworks.

Convergence Properties and Flow Sensitivity Because of the tight restrictions it
places on the equation sets of problems, ow insensitivity for [AC] implies 1-semiboundedness,

and in fact distributivity and rapidity (for problems which are in any way bounded). Semiboundedness follows since any path can be reduced to a meet, and computation due to cycles
terminates from idempotence of meet; distributivity, since in e ect, all ow is straight-line
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ow. Similarly, [CC] may also constrain the complexity, and certainly the algebraic structure, of ow insensitive problems.
However, neither [MAC] nor [MPC] imply any boundedness properties. Likewise, neither [IC] nor [IPC] implies any boundedness properties, since MayBeModi ed is ow
insensitive, but is not a priori k-bounded for any xed, instance-independent k, because
Formal Bound Set is not so bounded.
F

8 Flow Sensitivity as a Continuum
We have shown that there are useful criteria for ow sensitivity that can be gleaned from
existing de nitions. One distinction that must be made is between the classi cation of
a problem and the classi cation of approximate solution procedures for it. Flow sensitive
problems often admit safe AFI approximate algorithms of varying precision.
The interprocedural criteria [IC] and [IPC] capture the possibility of summarizing procedure information in an annotation to avoid revisiting the internals of the procedure. This
concept can be generalized to any hierarchical decomposition; the decomposition in interprocedural analysis is (program, procedure, block/statement); other decompositions, such
as (program, module, procedure), or (procedure, block, statement), may be interesting in
other situations.
Factors in uencing the precision of an approximate solution are the precision of information used, particularly alias information, and the granularity of the representation. Whenever
the ow graph or its data ow has a strati cation or hierarchical decomposition, we can look
at the data ow problem as a problem on the induced graph of clusters at some level of
granularity.
Consider a Granularity Criterion [GC]: Let D be a data ow problem for a class of
entities P (for example, programs). Let A be a representation for instances P of P at some
level of granularity, and F be a space of functions. Data ow problem D for P is ow
sensitive at granularity A for function space F if D cannot be solved precisely using ow
functions from F as summary annotations on nodes and edges of granularity A, but, for
some instance P , computation of the solution requires examination and annotation of P at
some level of granularity ner than A.
The most natural clustering is that of program code into basic blocks, and most data
ow problems are ow insensitive at that level; ow within basic blocks is uninteresting and
can be summarized as an annotation on the block. But even at this level there are ow
sensitive problems such as Intraprocedural Dynamic Structure MayAlias, or Pointer-induced
MayAlias (with more than one level of indirection). In solving either of these with constant
annotations, there are examples in which the code within basic blocks must be considered
statement-by-statement, with e ects depending on the incoming information. It is at best
dicult, and at worst impossible, to compute the solution using only the basic-block ow
graph; rather, for a given solution on entry to a block, the individual statements in the block
have to be examined in order, to determine the solution at the exit of the block.
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9 Conclusions
We have surveyed the existing interpretations of ow sensitivity derived from Banning's
original uses of the term, and found problems with each of them. We have classi ed many
existing data ow problems with respect to each of them. We then proposed two interprocedural ow insensitivity de nitions (i.e., [IC] and [IPC]), each of which captures part of
Banning's original intuition and that of subsequent usage. We showed how they express useful distinctions in the diculty of problems (as distinguished from computational complexity
{ we have seen that ow sensitive problems can be tractable, although many of them will
in fact be hard problems in the sense of complexity). We have discussed context sensitivity
and distinguished it from ow sensitivity. We also explored some data ow problem properties, namely heterogeneity and bidirectionality, which add diculty to obtaining a solution.
Finally, we have proposed a new de nition for ow sensitivity which attempts to generalize
the interprocedural criteria, and better capture the association among the details of problem
formulation, the locality of use of information, and the diculty of precise problem solution.
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